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Introduction 
This scoping report documents the public scoping effort conducted by the California Public Utilities 

Commission (CPUC) for the Valley South Subtransmission Project (VSSP). Southern California Edison (SCE), 

the project applicant, has filed an application with the CPUC for a Certificate of Public Convenience and 

Necessity (A.14-12-013) for approval to construct the project. In compliance with CEQA, the CPUC held a 

30-day public scoping period to allow the members of the public, regulatory agencies, and interested 

parties an opportunity to comment on the scope of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) and to identify 

issues that should be addressed in the environmental document. This summary report documents the 

notification that occurred during scoping and the written comments received during the scoping period.  

Project Scoping 
This section describes the methods used to notify the public and agencies about the scoping process 

conducted for VSSP. It outlines how information was made available for public and agency review and 

identifies the different avenues available for providing comments on the project (email, fax, and mail).  

The 30-day scoping period began on May 5, 2015 and ended on June 8, 2015. As allowed by CEQA, no 

scoping meeting was held for this project. However, the CPUC did provide different avenues for comment 

on the project as described in this summary report. 

Notice of Preparation  

On May 5, 2015, the CPUC issued a Notice of Preparation (NOP) consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 

15082, which summarized the proposed project, stated its intention to prepare an EIR, and requested 

comments from interested parties (see Appendix A). More than 680 NOPs were mailed to responsible, 

trustee, and interested agencies, State Clearinghouse, tribal governments, and property owners/residents 

within 300 feet of the project alignment.  

Newspaper Advertisements 

The preparation of the EIR was advertised in three 

newspapers. Advertisements provided a brief synopsis 

of the proposed project, included a map of the proj-

ect route, information about the scoping period, the 

address for submitting written comments on the proj-

ect, and the address for the project website. Table 1 

lists the newspapers where the advertisements 

were published and Appendix B includes the proof 

of publication for these newspapers with a copy of 

the advertisement.  

Other Outreach 

The CPUC provided opportunities for the public and agencies to ask questions or comment on the project. 

A project information hotline, email address, and website were established and available during the public 

Table 1. Newspaper Advertisements 

Publication Language Date 

Anza Valley Outlook 
(Temecula, Murrieta, Lake 
Elsinore, Wildomar, 
Menifee, Sun City, French 
Valley) 

English Fri, May 15  

 The Californian (Temecula) English Fri, May 8 

The Press Enterprise 
(Riverside County) 

English Fri, May 8  
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comment period, and will be available throughout the project. Information on these outreach efforts are 

described below. 

Project Information Hotline 

To offer an opportunity to inquire about the proposed project, a project-specific phone line (888-400-

3930) was established to answer questions about the project or the EIR process. Telephone messages 

were retrieved and all calls were promptly addressed.  

Email Address 

An email address (Valley-South-Project@aspeneg.com) was established for the project to provide another 

means of submitting comments on the scope and content of the EIR. The email address was provided on 

the NOP that was distributed at the start of the scoping period, posted on the website, and included in 

the newspaper advertisements. Comments received by email will be considered in the EIR and have been 

incorporated into this scoping summary. 

Internet Website 

The CPUC established a project-specific website to provide ongoing information about the project. During 

the scoping period, the website included electronic versions of the application and information about the 

scoping period and how comments could be provided. The website provided, and will continue to provide 

throughout the project, additional public venues to learn about the project. The website will remain a 

public information resource for the project. The website address is: 

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/environment/info/aspen/valleysouth/ValleySouth.htm  

Distribution List  

The CPUC has compiled a project-specific mailing list with over 680 entries. This list includes responsible, 

trustee, and interested agencies, State Clearinghouse, tribal governments, property owners/residents 

within 300 feet of the project alignment, and local libraries (document repository sites). 

The mailing list was updated based on contact information from the comment letters received during the 

scoping comment period. This mailing or distribution list will continue to be used throughout the 

environmental review process for the project to distribute public notices and will continue to be updated 

to ensure all interested parties are notified of key project milestones. 

Scoping Comments 
A total of nine written comment letters were submitted by mail or by email. Table 2 lists the comment 
letters that were submitted during scoping and provides a summary of the key comments from each of 
these letters. Appendix C of this summary includes copies of all comment letters in their original format.   
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Table 2. Comments Letters Received and Summary of Comments 

Date 
Received Commenter Type Summary of Comments 

Public Agencies 

May 21, 2015 
(Letter dated: 
May 15, 2015) 

South Coast Air Quality 
Management District  
Jillian Wong PhD 
Program Supervisor 

Letter Recommendations regarding the analysis of potential 
air quality impacts from the project that should be 
included in the draft CEQA document. SCAQMD 
requested a copy of the Draft EIR with all appendices or 
technical documents related to air quality and 
greenhouse gas analyses and electronic versions of all 
air quality modeling and health risk assessment files. 
Original emission calculation spreadsheets and 
modeling files to be included. If the project generates 
significant adverse air quality impacts, mitigation 
measures are required that go beyond what is required 
by law during construction and operation.  

June 4, 2015 
 

Riverside County Flood 
Control and Water District 
Mike Wong PE  
Engineering Project Manager 

Letter  
(by email and mail) 

The project may require an encroachment permit from 
the District. In order to procure the permit, the applicant 
must be able to provide a consistency report that 
demonstrates all construction related activities are in 
compliance with the MSHCP. The Draft EIR should also 
address any potential impact on the watercourses that 
have floodplains within the project area. The EIR should 
address any potential impacts to proposed flood control 
facilities within the project location. 

June 5, 2015 
(Letter dated: 
June 5, 2015) 

CA Department of Fish and 
Wildlife  
Leslie McNair 
Acting Regional Manager 

Email With 
attachment letter 

The Draft EIR should include an assessment of the flora 
and fauna within and adjacent to the project area with 
particular emphasis on rare or endangered species and 
their habitats. This should also include an analysis of 
any direct, indirect or cumulative impacts on these 
resources. Mitigation measures should be included with 
the analysis. This project is located within the Multiple 
Species Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) and the 
Stephens Kangaroo Rat HCP fee area boundary.  The 
Draft EIR should include an assessment of the project’s 
consistency with these plans. If any activity will alter a 
Lake or Streambed the applicant must provide notice to 
the Department.  

June 5, 2015 
(Letter dated: 
June 4, 2015) 

City of Menifee  
Ryan Fowler  
Associate Planner 

Email The City is requesting that the “Proposed Project” site 
be utilized over the SCE alternative alignment. Use the 
City’s newly adopted City of Menifee Circulation 
Element when designing power pole alignment and 
address aesthetic concerns where lines traverse areas 
within the City. The City is asking for coordination with 
the SCE on pole placement. An encroachment permit 
will be required. The City is requesting that all future 
notices on the project also be sent to their Community 
Development Department. 

Tribal Governments 

June 5, 2015 
(Letter dated: 
June 1, 2015) 

Soboba Band of Luiseno 
Indians  
Joseph Ontiveros  
Director of Cultural 
Resources 

Letter The tribe is requesting a consultation with the project 
proponents and lead agency. Ongoing, timely receipt of 
notices is requested. The tribe will act as the consulting 
tribal agency for this project. The tribe also requests 
that their Native American Monitor be present during 
any ground disturbing procedures.  
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Table 2. Comments Letters Received and Summary of Comments 

Date 
Received Commenter Type Summary of Comments 

June 9, 2015 Pechanga Band of Luiseno 
Indians  
Anna M. Hoover 
Cultural Analyst 

Email 
With attachment 
letter 

The tribe has worked on this project with the CPUC and 
SCE since 2012 including several field visits and 
meetings. The project passes through two tribal villages 
and the alternative route goes through a third village. 
The tribe is requesting that the EIR address visual and 
cultural impacts to archaeological and tribal cultural 
resources. The tribe is also requesting that their Native 
American Monitor be present during any ground 
disturbing procedures and for any archaeological 
surveys, studies or excavations performed. 

Private Citizens 

May 22, 2015 Charles Green Letter Would like SCE to provide additional alternate routes. 
Suggested that a route down Highway 79 to Temecula 
should be considered.  

May 22, 2015 Kirk Douglas Email Property owner is concerned about the adverse effect 
on the aesthetics of the area from the project 
transmission lines/poles. There are underground lines 
in the newer neighborhood and he feels it does not 
make sense to put lines up when there are lines 
underground. Feels the project is of no benefit to the 
area since it is for new housing in another location. 
Indicated that power is being directed to an area with no 
current water resources in the current drought. Wants 
consideration of undergrounding lines along Leon 
Road.  

May 27, 2015 Kevin Jass Email Property owner indicated that the developer had the 
existing lines placed underground during the properties’ 
development. He feels that SCE should apply the same 
approach to keep consistency and aesthetic value to 
the properties impacted. He also believes while there is 
greater cost initially that there would be less ongoing 
maintenance on the underground lines in the future. 
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Introduction 

NOTICE OF PREPARATION 
Environmental Impact Report for the 

Valley South Subtransmission Project 
Application No. A.14-12-013 

May 5, 2015 

 

The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) intends to prepare an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) 
for the Valley South Subtransmission Project (VSSP or proposed Project) proposed by Southern California 
Edison (SCE). The CPUC is the lead agency for the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The CPUC 
invites written comments on the scope of the environmental analysis and identification of potential issues 
related to the EIR. 

 

The proposed Project includes construction and operation of a new 115‐kilovolt (kV) subtransmission line. 
The  subtransmission  line  would  extend  from  SCE’s  existing  Valley  Substation  in  the  City  of  Menifee, 
California, south approximately 15.4 miles, to just west of SCE’s existing Triton Substation in the City of 
Temecula, California (see attached project location map). The purpose of the proposed VSSP is to provide 
additional capacity to serve long‐term forecasted electrical demand, enhance electrical system reliability, 
provide greater operational flexibility, and provide safe and reliable electrical service. 

 

Notice of Preparation 
 

This Notice of Preparation (NOP) is being sent to the Office of Planning and Research, responsible and trustee 
agencies, organizations, and interested parties, as well as property owners located within 300 feet of the 
Project alignment. The purpose of the NOP is to inform recipients that the CPUC is beginning preparation of 
an EIR for the VSSP and to solicit information that will be helpful in the environmental review process. This 
notice includes a description of the proposed Project, a summary of potential Project impacts, information on 
how to provide comments to the CPUC, and information on where you can obtain Project updates and 
Project‐related documents. 

 

Summary Description of the Proposed Project 
 

The proposed VSSP includes construction of a new 115‐kV subtransmission line extending approximately 15.4 
miles from SCE’s Valley Substation in the City of Menifee to just west of SCE’s Triton Substation in the City of 
Temecula. The proposed Project includes minor modifications to the existing Valley Substation, construction 
of a new approximately 12‐mile 115‐kV subtransmission line between the Valley Substation and a tubular 
steel pole (TSP) located at the intersection of Leon Road and Benton Road (Segment 1), and replacement of 
approximately 3.4 miles of existing 115‐kV conductor from the Leon/Benton Road TSP to an existing TSP 
(Terminal TSP) located just outside Triton Substation (Segment 2). Additionally, existing distribution and 
telecommunication lines would be relocated from old poles to the new poles, and telecommunications 
facilities would be installed to connect the new subtransmission line to SCE’s telecommunication system. 

 

Project Details 
 115‐KV Subtransmission Line: Segment 1 exits the Valley Substation and proceeds approximately 1,600 

feet southeasterly on a private SCE access road/farm road between Menifee Road and Briggs Road in a 
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new underground duct bank. The new line would then rise to an overhead configuration and continue 
east to the intersection of Briggs Road/McLaughlin Road, where existing pole heads would be modified to 
create double‐circuit poles. The new line would continue south on Briggs Road to Case Road, which would 
also require existing pole heads to be reconfigured to a double‐circuit configuration. The line would 
continue southeast for approximately one mile to the intersection of Leon Road/Grand Avenue, requiring 
replacement of existing wood poles, and then south approximately nine miles along Leon Road to Benton 
Road in a combination of new, franchise, and existing right‐of‐way (ROW). 

 115‐KV Subtransmission Line: Segment 2 begins at the intersection of Benton Road/Leon Road and 
continues south on Leon Road to the existing Terminal TSP on the south side of Nicolas Road, near the 
Triton Substation. Segment 2 involves reconductoring approximately 3.4 miles of existing double‐circuit 
115‐kV subtransmission line; existing 653 thousand circular mil (kcmil) aluminum steel‐reinforced 
conductor would be replaced with non‐specular 954 kcmil stranded aluminum conductor. 

 Telecommunications infrastructure would be added to connect the proposed 115‐kV subtransmission line 
to SCE’s telecommunications system, and provide Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition, data 
transmission, and telephone services. Existing SCE and third‐party telecommunication cables would be 
transferred to the new 115‐kV subtransmission poles installed as part of Segments 1 and 2. These cables 
would be attached with wood cross‐arms and/or metallic suspension side clamps. Channel equipment 
would also be installed in the existing Mechanical and Electrical Equipment Rooms at the Valley and Triton 
Substations. 

 Distribution infrastructure  (12‐kV and 33‐kV) would  be adjusted/lowered in  elevation outside Valley 
Substation to allow for double‐circuiting of the existing poles, and would be transferred from existing 
poles to the new poles along Leon Road. Approximately 230 existing distribution wood poles would be 
removed and replaced by the new subtransmission poles as part of these activities. 

 

Construction Schedule 
 

SCE anticipates that construction of the proposed VSSP would take approximately 16 months. In order to 
meet the June 2020 operating date, construction would need to start in March 2018 and would last through 
July 2019, followed by cleanup activities through November 2019. The operating date may be accelerated if 
the regulatory processes can be expedited or SCE can compress its construction schedule, as necessary. 

 

Construction would include installation of approximately 243 wood poles, 12 light‐weight steel poles, 30 
TSPs, and 18 wood guy stub poles. To accommodate the underground portion of the 115‐kV subtransmission 
line at the Valley Substation, approximately 1,600 feet of underground duct bank and one approximately 
100‐foot TSP riser pole would be installed. To support construction, up to six staging yards and approximately 
40 pulling, tensioning, and splicing set‐up locations would be utilized. 

 

Project Alternatives 
 

In its application to the CPUC, SCE identified a potential alternative to the proposed Project. This alternative 
includes a re‐route of the proposed 115‐kV subtransmission line beginning at the intersection of Leon 
Road/Scott Road. The alternative would proceed west along Scott Road, south on Menifee Road, east on 
unimproved Clinton Keith Road to the existing TSP on Benton Road (end point of Segment 1). This alternative 
alignment would be 3.6 miles longer than the proposed route. The CPUC will consider this alternative in the 
EIR as well as other potential alternatives, including a No Project Alternative. 

 

Potential Environmental Effects 
 

The EIR will identify and discuss the significant adverse environmental effects of the VSSP, and will identify 
mitigation measures to avoid or reduce significant adverse effects to the extent feasible. It also will discuss 
the significant environmental effects of the alternatives and mitigation measures to reduce those effects. 
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Construction and operation of the VSSP may result in significant adverse effects related to the following 
environmental resource and issue areas, which will be addressed in the EIR: 

 

   Aesthetics 
   Agriculture and Forestry 

Resources 

   Air Quality 

   Biological Resources 
   Cultural Resources 

   Geology and Soils 

   Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
   Hazards and Hazardous 

Materials 

   Hydrology and Water 
Quality 

   Land Use and Planning 

   Mineral Resources 

   Noise 
   Population and Housing 

   Public Services 

   Recreation 
   Transportation and Traffic 

   Utilities and Service 
Systems 

 

No determinations have been made as to the significance of these potential effects. Such determinations will 
be made in the EIR after the issues are thoroughly analyzed. The CPUC invites interested parties, and all 
affected, responsible, and trustee agencies, to suggest specific areas of analysis to be addressed within these 
general categories, or other issues not included above, to be considered in the EIR. In addition, the EIR will 
analyze the potential for growth‐inducing impacts, and cumulative effects of the VSSP in combination with 
other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects in the area. 

 

Comments 
 

The CPUC is seeking comments from all CEQA responsible and trustee agencies, all other public agencies with 
jurisdiction by law with respect to the Project, as well as public input, as to the scope and content of the 
environmental information to be included in the EIR. Agency responses should identify the issues to be 
considered in the EIR, including significant environmental issues, alternatives, mitigation measures, and 
whether the responding agency will be a responsible or trustee agency, and the basis for that determination. 
Due to the time limits mandated by State law, your response must be sent at the earliest possible date, but 
must be postmarked within 30 days from the date of receipt of this NOP or no later than June 8, 2015. Please 
send your comments to: 

 
Valley South Subtransmission 

Project Scoping Comments c/o 
Aspen Environmental Group 

5020 Chesebro Road, Suite 200 
Agoura Hills, CA 91301 

or  Valley‐South‐Project@aspeneg.com 

 

Although no public scoping meeting is planned for this Project, there will be future public meetings on the 
Project  when  the  public  draft  EIR  is  published,  and  possibly  through  the  application  review  process 
conducted by the CPUC Administrative Law Judge. 

 
Additional Information 

 

Project Website. Information and documents related to the environmental review process for the VSSP will 
be posted on the CPUC’s website (see address below). 

 

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/environment/info/aspen/valleysouth/ValleySouth.htm 
 

SCE’s Proponent’s Environmental Assessment (PEA) is currently available for review on the website. The PEA 
includes a full description of the Project, as well as SCE’s evaluation of the potential impacts of the Project. 

 

Project Voicemail. To request Project information, send an e‐mail to Valley‐South‐Project@aspeneg.com or 
leave a voice message or send a fax to (888) 400‐3930. 

mailto:Project@aspeneg.com
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/environment/info/aspen/valleysouth/ValleySouth.htm
mailto:Project@aspeneg.com
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Project Location Map 
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Notice of Preparation ‐ Valley South Subtransmission 
 
 
 

Anna Hoover <ahoover@pechanga‐nsn.gov> 
 

Tue 6/9/2015 2:22 PM 

ScopingCmtLetter 

To: Valley‐South‐ Project <Valley‐South‐Project@aspeneg.com>; 
 

Cc:Ebru Ozdil <eozdil@pechanga‐nsn.gov>; Brenda L. Tomaras <btomaras@mtowlaw.com>; Andrea Fernandez 

<afernandez@pechanga‐nsn.gov>; 
 

 
 1 attachment ﴾72 KB﴿ 

 

Valley South Subtrans ‐ NOP.pdf; 
 
 
 

To Whom it May Concern; 

 
These comments are written on behalf of the Pechanga Band of Luiseño Indians (hereinafter, “the 

Tribe”),  a  federally  recognized  Indian  tribe  and  sovereign  government.    The  Tribe  formally  requests, 

pursuant to Public Resources Code §21092.2, to be notified and involved in the entire CEQA environmental 

review process for the duration of the above referenced project (the “Project”).  Please add the Tribe to your 

distribution list(s) for public notices and circulation of all documents, including environmental review 

documents, archeological reports, and all documents pertaining to this Project.  The Tribe further requests 

to be directly notified of all public hearings and scheduled approvals concerning this Project.  Please also 

incorporate these comments into the record of approval for this Project. 

 
Although these comments are being submitted one day past the requested NOP deadline of June 8, 

2015, we request that you please accept our comments and incorporate them in to the Project file and 

documents.   The Pechanga Tribe has worked jointly with the CPUC and SCE on this Project since 2012, 

including conducting several field visits and meetings.  The Tribe does have concerns that the Project could 

have potential  significant  impacts  to tribal cultural  resources.   The Valley South Subtransmission  Line 

passes through at least two Luiseño villages and the Alternative Line passes through a third Village.  Thus, 

visual and cumulative impacts to archaeological and tribal cultural resources must be addressed in the EIR. 

 
In order to comply with CEQA and other applicable Federal and California law, it is imperative that 

the CPUC consult with the Tribe in order to guarantee an adequate knowledge base for an appropriate 

evaluation of the Project effects, as well as to generate adequate mitigation measures.   Thus, the Tribe 

requests  to  be  involved  and  participate  with  the  CPUC  in  assuring  that  an  adequate  environmental 

assessment  is completed,  and  in developing  all monitoring  and  mitigation  plans  and  measures  for the 

duration  of the Project.   In addition,  given the sensitivity  of the Project  area, it is the position  of the 

Pechanga   Tribe  that  professional   Pechanga   tribal  monitors   be  required   to  be  present   during   all 

archaeological  surveys  and  studies,  as  well  as  to  be  present  during  all  grounddisturbing  activities 

conducted in connection with the Project, including any archeological excavations performed. 

 
The Tribe reserves the right to fully participate in the environmental review process, as well as to 

provide further comment on the Project's impacts to cultural resources and potential mitigation for such 

impacts.  Further, the Tribe reserves the right to participate in the regulatory process and provide comment 

on issues pertaining to the regulatory process and Project approval. 
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The Pechanga Tribe looks forward to working together with the CPUC in protecting the invaluable 

Pechanga cultural resources found in the Project area.   Please contact me at 9517708104 or at 

ahoover@pechangansn.gov  once you have had a chance to review these comments so that we might begin 

our consultation.  Thank you. 
 

 
 

Anna M. Hoover 

Cultural Analyst 

Pechanga Band of Luiseno Mission Indians 

P.O. Box 2183 

Temecula, CA 92593 
 

 
951-770-8104 (O) 

951-694-0446 (F) 

951-757-6139 (C) 

ahoover@pechanga-nsn.gov 

mailto:ahoover@pechanga-nsn.gov


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Private Citizen Comment Letters 





From: kirkwho537@roadrunner.com <kirkwho537@roadrunner.com> 
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2015 11:37 AM 
To: Valley‐South‐ Project 
Cc: kirkwho537@roadrunner.com 
Subject: Valley South Transmission Project 
 
Gentlemen: 
 
This is a an email copy of letter that was mailed today. 
 
Kirk Douglas 
 
05/22/2015 

 
Gentlemen 
 
I am writing to you to provide my inputs on the Valley South Subtransmission Project (VSSP), CPUC application no. A.12‐12‐013. 
 
My wife and I have lived in the area for approximately three years.  One of the reasons we purchase our home in the area was 
the open vistas as opposed to those in our last home.  I will address my comments to the areas listed on your notice.  My 
address is below, but I am just southeast of intersection of Leon Rd. and Baxter/Jean Nicholas Rd. 
 
Aesthetics:  We currently along Leon Road have clear unobstructed views of the sky and our neighbor’s homes.  There is a 
landscaped walking/running path along Leon Rd as well as Park below grade level.  These areas will be adversely affected with 
the proposed 66 to 96 foot poles with power lines.  The most interesting aspect of the current proposal is that prior to the 
current neighborhood construction, Edison had power lines running down Leon Rd.  When the current neighborhoods were 
construction, the lines appear to have been placed under ground.  Currently there are power lines on Leon Rd through my 
neighborhood.  They go underground about 300 yards north of the Leon Rd. Baxter/Jean Nicholas Rd. intersection.  They rise 
back up on poles on old Leon Rd (abandoned for cars) after Leon turns southeast along a new alignment.  Another interesting 
aspect is that the power lines are on poles until old Leon Rd. intersects Winchester Rd. (State Highway 79), after crossing 
Winchester Rd the lines go underground again in a vacant field.  It makes no sense to simply put the power poles back up when 
they were removed for aesthetics in the first place. 
 
Utilities and Service Systems:  The VSSP will not enhance any electrical issue in my neighbor or area.  The power is to be 
transported to an area east of Temecula for future development (read new housing).   Truly believe that the new development 
will not have 96 foot power poles along their roads and streets. 
 
Hydrology and Water:  This is in line with prior paragraph and not really addressed in EIR for project, but power is being taken 
to an area that has no current water resources in current drought. 
 
In your letter, I noticed that the first 1600 feet of the project is in an underground duct bank.  If the VSSP has to go down Leon 
Rd. as in proposal, why not place the portion of Leon Rd. (addressed by me) in an underground duct bank as well. 
 
Sincerely 
 
Kirk Douglas 
35081 Lone Hill Ct 
Winchester CA 92596 
951‐223‐3294 
 



From: Kevin Jass <kjass5775@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2015 3:49 PM 
To: Valley-South- Project 
Subject: Response to Notice of Preparation  
  

To whom it may concern, 

  

I am responding to your Notice Of Preparation. I am a resident in the Spencer’s Crossing 

Development. The proposed Valley South Subtransmission Project transmission lines go right 

behind my house. 

  

I understand there is a need for infrastructure due to expansion in our valley. However I am 

opposed to the power lines being above ground, where they go through our community. 

  

When our community was developed a considerable amount of time, effort, and money was put 

into considering the appearance of our community. With that in mind, the developer paid to 

move the existing transmission lines underground. I am not referring to the lines supplying our 

homes. The existing lines that were in place long before our community was built. Of course that 

cost was included in the price of the homes in our community. Because of this I feel it isn’t right 

for SCE to come through our community with above ground lines on the same route that we 

already paid to have the lines placed below ground. 

  

One of the excuses SCE gives for not placing them below ground is price. What they don’t say is 

there are also advantages of them being below ground. The lines are less likely to need future 

repair from wind and other physical objects damaging the lines and towers. All they care about is 

the cost of installation not what it does to the community or the environment. 

  

Is it fair to ask our community to pay extra to put the existing lines below grade? Causing our 

property values go down costing us even more money, and have my bill go up to pay for a new 

transmission line that doesn’t benefit my community at all.  

  

mailto:kjass5775@gmail.com


I don’t believe our community should be asked to shoulder this expense because SCE wants to 

save money. I don’t dispute the need for the lines. I am disputing the need to increase SCE 

shareholders profits at our expense. 

  

Kevin Jass 

kjass5775@gmail.com 

909-732-9268 
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